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Week 1 • Sketching 
• Stories of Objects, Senses and Actions

Week 2 • Misuses 
• Modular Structures 
• Excursion (Zürich / Winterthur)

Week 3 • Workshop Introduction  
• Materials & Affordances 

Week 4 • Light as Matter

Week 5 • Light as Matter 
• Final Presentation
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I.Sketching sensory 
Experience

III. Manipulate / Misuse  

IV. Storyboarding

V. Cut & Paste  

VI. Cube Expressions  

VII. Creative Speed 
Dating 

VIII. Prototyping

IX. Exhibition 
 

X. Documentation

SKETCHING CONCEPTBRAINSTORMING PROTOTYPING EVALUATION/ 
TESTING

II. Sketching Form  

III. Sketching Function

Reality Hacking Fiction
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Designing material narratives - for more-than-human environments 
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Projects

URBAN TERRAZZO
Mining urban waste for architecture 
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Projects

URBAN TERRAZZO
Mining urban waste for architecture 
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Projects

THE LABORATORY

EVER TRIED.
EVER FAILED.
NO MATTER. 
TRY AGAIN.
FAIL AGAIN.
FAIL BETTER.

 Samuel Beckett
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Projects

ALGAEMY
A new bio-based pigment for textile printing 
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ALGAEMY
A new bio-based pigment for textile printing 
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Projects

SLEEP WITH US
Interactive backpack for sleep
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SLEEP WITH US
Interactive backpack for sleep
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Projects

CRCLR HOUSE
Circular Building Project
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Projects

GROWING MATTER
Designing active mineral structures for a ’Living Architecture’
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Designing active mineral structures for a ’Living Architecture’
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My Object….
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THANK YOU.
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Lecturers

Verena Ziegler
Architect / Textile Designer / BA Coordinator

• Since 2016 PhD Student at ZHdK, UFG Linz, 
HTWG Konstanz

• Since 2013 Researcher & Lecturer at ZHdK

• 2010- 11 Master of Design at AUT (NZ)
• 2009- 12 Master of Art - Textile design at 

Hochschule Reutlingen
• 2004-08 Diplom Engineer Architecture at 

Technische Hochschule Stuttgart
• …
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„InBetween // material encounters in human/non-human interactions“

How will we live in the future ? 
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Lecturers

Verena Ziegler
From space to body

Architecture
From near field to far field

Interaction Design
From body to space

Textile Design
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A R E N A

InBetween
                 - a post-digital turn

Materiality
Machine

Subject

Digitality 
Technology

Triad

InBetweenInBetweenInBetween

Traditional Western philosophy, cognitive science- and traditional HCI-frameworks consider the term 
“digital” with an implicit dualism (nature/culture, theory /practice, body/mind, man/machine), and 
everything that follows from it. The intermediate state of InBetween tries to describe a feature of our 
postmodern times, in which different states, conditions or positions merge together and co-exist in 
a new, hybrid reality of a “continuous beta” version of becoming. The InBetween is positioned as an 
entangled triad of materiality, subject and digitality (fig.1.).

Within a rhizomartic research framework (fig. 2), four associated theoretical concepts  were mixed 
with two practical working practices, which propose to move beyond dualistic assumptions and 
suggest a collective of material, digital, technological and machinic interactions. Through a total of ten 
interdisciplinary projects, interdisciplinary working methods in four different areas were developed: 
1. research and development; 2. workshop format for experts and laypersons;  3. teaching format; 4. 
business concept.

fig. 1: positioning of research - InBetween as an entangled triad of materiality, subject and digitality

fig. 3: digital and physical interaction between generative design and parametric form behaviour

fig. 2: the InBetween rhizomatic research framework: four theoretical concepts & two practical  working practices
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The symbiosis of additive manufacturing processes and performative material behaviour that generates 
the final form from the interaction of both is called generative design. Generative design imitates nature‘s 
evolutionary approach to development and represents a posthumanist ideology in which the designer 
is no longer the „creator“ of form and determines how the material is formed, how it should behave and 
look, but rather becomes a composer who, similar to the old alchemists, conducts analog and digital 
experiments to see what emerges and recognizes and crystallizes phenomena through this process. 
This generative relationship between material arrangement and form behaviour tries to work together 
with the environment, to use growth - arrangement and stiffening principles (bionics, biomimicry, 
mathematical principles), to develop a new language of form with less material consumption, and thus 
to create a new design aesthetic of things. 

The proposed post-digital turn encourages a dialectic relationship between embodied 
interaction and digital, generative design. It suggests, that the future of interaction does 
not lie in the interface „disappearing“, but in the fact that the interface becomes even 
more visible, or is available for a broader spectrum of engagements and interactions, 
interpersonal relationships, experiences and embodiments. The human being has the 
ability to put him/herself in the role of the other, in the interaction between ego and 
material and digital engagements, the perspectives intertwine, which in turn has the 
consequence that the individual and his actions are integrated into a general process 
of experience and behaviour. Generative design can take a new step further into real 
world engagements, modifying and adapting designs to the lived milieu by inventing a 
new, internal structure and completely introducing itself into the situation.
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Instrument

1 = sketching thinking through drawing

2 = formfinding experiments thinking through modeling

3 = parametric / algorithmic / generative design

4 = digital fabrication methods

5 = prototyping szenarios

Method

 6 = Design Fiction / Storytelling

 7 = PAR Participatory Action Research

 8 = Speculative Design / Speculative Enactment

 9 = Aktivism

10 = Prototyping

11 = Usability testing

12 = multiple case study approach

Conept

13 = Third Space

14 = Wunderkammer

15 = Memory theatre / Mnemonic

16 = Prosthetic

fig. 4: Rhizomatic InBetween research framework - adapted to project „Parametric Sewing Patterns“

The rhizomatic InBetween research framework is individually adaptable to each of the 
ten projects. Here in figure 4, it the framework was adapted to the project „Parametric 
Sewing Patterns“ which will be elaborated as an example of the thinking and acting 
practice of the post-digital term, with it`s entanglements of material, digital, technological 
and machinic interactions.

The Project 5.10 „Parametric Sewing Patterns“ investigates in an interdisciplinary, 
iterative practice-based investigation between computer science, architecture, textile 
design and mathematics, combining algorithmic thinking and practical exploitation of 
pattern-form-formation for sewing patterns. Through a body-centred approach, we 
developed a sustainable approach to reduce waste consumption, trying to counteract 
the standardization of S to XL, exclusion of disabilities and the size zero ideology 
(inclusive design) and the genderfication with norms and rules.

At the State of the art, the use of cut-to-fit software already takes place, but has 
limitations as it is based on norms and rules going back to the origins of sewing pattern 
developments (Butterick, 1871). As the human body is not standardizable and has 
different shapes and aesthetic needs,  surface cutting and parameterization through 
algorithmic parametrization are a way to handle doubly curved surfaces (the body) 
with low distortion on 2D (paper or fabric). Starting from scratch, without taking any 
pre-assumptions about the historic art and rules of sewing patterns into account, this 
project starts from an experimental body-centered approach creating individual sewing 
patterns with off-standard intersection lines. Instead of trying to adapt one`s body 
to standardized norms, this project explores the beauty of imperfection, quirks and 
identity.  In the column on the right, practical experiments of the process are shown.

InBetween - a post-digital turn

Dipl. Ing. Architecture, MA of Arts (textile design), MA 
of Design, Verena Ziegler

Zurich Universtiy of Arts (ZHdK), Department Design - 
Interaction Design, https://interactiondesign.zhdk.ch 

University of Applied Sciences Konstanz (HTWG) - 
Open Innovation Lab; www.openinnovationlab.de

Abstract

In a PhD investgation over the last three years, the 
attempt was made to overcome the isolated view of 
scientific approaches to knowledge acquisition and 
the purely application-oriented handling of materials, 
technologies and machines, but also the distanced 
perception of the world. The proposed ontological queer-
paradigm: the post-digital turn, emphasizes spatio-
temporal engagements and the reconceptualization of 
digital technology through the experience of the human 
body and its senses.

Here I outline a project evolved arround a collaboration 
with a mathematician, a computer scientist and myself 
– an architect and textile designer. Virtual processes of 
3D surfaces, generated from human body scan data via 
3D body scan were used to generate body-generated 
sewing patterns for clothing. In this interdisciplinary 
approach between architectural and mathematical 
algorithmic and generative 3D modeling, we used a 
virtual body topology and segmentation method to best 
subdivide the garment without distortions, gappings 
or pull lines. In many applications of avatar models (in 
cinema, gaming or VR art) the focus of the application is 
on visual realism, this means that they are not realistic 
models in a physiological sense with real surfaces, but 
based on a synthesized virtual scenario. In our method, 
the transferability of the virtual development of patterns 
into reality is of primary importance.The pattern designs 
begin as virtual spatial and mathematical surface 
simulations, but have to be tested, adapted and re-
iterated in a symbiotic process between virtual modeling 
and real-world cutting, sewing and fitting, that also 
transforms the virtual fashion outcomes.
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The symbiosis of additive manufacturing processes and performative material behaviour that generates 
the final form from the interaction of both is called generative design. Generative design imitates nature‘s 
evolutionary approach to development and represents a posthumanist ideology in which the designer 
is no longer the „creator“ of form and determines how the material is formed, how it should behave and 
look, but rather becomes a composer who, similar to the old alchemists, conducts analog and digital 
experiments to see what emerges and recognizes and crystallizes phenomena through this process. 
This generative relationship between material arrangement and form behaviour tries to work together 
with the environment, to use growth - arrangement and stiffening principles (bionics, biomimicry, 
mathematical principles), to develop a new language of form with less material consumption, and thus 
to create a new design aesthetic of things. 

The proposed post-digital turn encourages a dialectic relationship between embodied 
interaction and digital, generative design. It suggests, that the future of interaction does 
not lie in the interface „disappearing“, but in the fact that the interface becomes even 
more visible, or is available for a broader spectrum of engagements and interactions, 
interpersonal relationships, experiences and embodiments. The human being has the 
ability to put him/herself in the role of the other, in the interaction between ego and 
material and digital engagements, the perspectives intertwine, which in turn has the 
consequence that the individual and his actions are integrated into a general process 
of experience and behaviour. Generative design can take a new step further into real 
world engagements, modifying and adapting designs to the lived milieu by inventing a 
new, internal structure and completely introducing itself into the situation.
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At the State of the art, the use of cut-to-fit software already takes place, but has 
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different shapes and aesthetic needs,  surface cutting and parameterization through 
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with low distortion on 2D (paper or fabric). Starting from scratch, without taking any 
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a new, hybrid reality of a “continuous beta” version of becoming. The InBetween is positioned as an 
entangled triad of materiality, subject and digitality (fig.1.).

Within a rhizomartic research framework (fig. 2), four associated theoretical concepts  were mixed 
with two practical working practices, which propose to move beyond dualistic assumptions and 
suggest a collective of material, digital, technological and machinic interactions. Through a total of ten 
interdisciplinary projects, interdisciplinary working methods in four different areas were developed: 
1. research and development; 2. workshop format for experts and laypersons;  3. teaching format; 4. 
business concept.

fig. 1: positioning of research - InBetween as an entangled triad of materiality, subject and digitality

fig. 3: digital and physical interaction between generative design and parametric form behaviour

fig. 2: the InBetween rhizomatic research framework: four theoretical concepts & two practical  working practices
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The symbiosis of additive manufacturing processes and performative material behaviour that generates 
the final form from the interaction of both is called generative design. Generative design imitates nature‘s 
evolutionary approach to development and represents a posthumanist ideology in which the designer 
is no longer the „creator“ of form and determines how the material is formed, how it should behave and 
look, but rather becomes a composer who, similar to the old alchemists, conducts analog and digital 
experiments to see what emerges and recognizes and crystallizes phenomena through this process. 
This generative relationship between material arrangement and form behaviour tries to work together 
with the environment, to use growth - arrangement and stiffening principles (bionics, biomimicry, 
mathematical principles), to develop a new language of form with less material consumption, and thus 
to create a new design aesthetic of things. 

The proposed post-digital turn encourages a dialectic relationship between embodied 
interaction and digital, generative design. It suggests, that the future of interaction does 
not lie in the interface „disappearing“, but in the fact that the interface becomes even 
more visible, or is available for a broader spectrum of engagements and interactions, 
interpersonal relationships, experiences and embodiments. The human being has the 
ability to put him/herself in the role of the other, in the interaction between ego and 
material and digital engagements, the perspectives intertwine, which in turn has the 
consequence that the individual and his actions are integrated into a general process 
of experience and behaviour. Generative design can take a new step further into real 
world engagements, modifying and adapting designs to the lived milieu by inventing a 
new, internal structure and completely introducing itself into the situation.
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Development of interdisciplinary working practices:
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Instrument

1 = sketching thinking through drawing

2 = formfinding experiments thinking through modeling

3 = parametric / algorithmic / generative design

4 = digital fabrication methods

5 = prototyping szenarios

Method

 6 = Design Fiction / Storytelling

 7 = PAR Participatory Action Research

 8 = Speculative Design / Speculative Enactment

 9 = Aktivism

10 = Prototyping

11 = Usability testing

12 = multiple case study approach

Conept

13 = Third Space

14 = Wunderkammer

15 = Memory theatre / Mnemonic

16 = Prosthetic

fig. 4: Rhizomatic InBetween research framework - adapted to project „Parametric Sewing Patterns“

The rhizomatic InBetween research framework is individually adaptable to each of the 
ten projects. Here in figure 4, it the framework was adapted to the project „Parametric 
Sewing Patterns“ which will be elaborated as an example of the thinking and acting 
practice of the post-digital term, with it`s entanglements of material, digital, technological 
and machinic interactions.

The Project 5.10 „Parametric Sewing Patterns“ investigates in an interdisciplinary, 
iterative practice-based investigation between computer science, architecture, textile 
design and mathematics, combining algorithmic thinking and practical exploitation of 
pattern-form-formation for sewing patterns. Through a body-centred approach, we 
developed a sustainable approach to reduce waste consumption, trying to counteract 
the standardization of S to XL, exclusion of disabilities and the size zero ideology 
(inclusive design) and the genderfication with norms and rules.

At the State of the art, the use of cut-to-fit software already takes place, but has 
limitations as it is based on norms and rules going back to the origins of sewing pattern 
developments (Butterick, 1871). As the human body is not standardizable and has 
different shapes and aesthetic needs,  surface cutting and parameterization through 
algorithmic parametrization are a way to handle doubly curved surfaces (the body) 
with low distortion on 2D (paper or fabric). Starting from scratch, without taking any 
pre-assumptions about the historic art and rules of sewing patterns into account, this 
project starts from an experimental body-centered approach creating individual sewing 
patterns with off-standard intersection lines. Instead of trying to adapt one`s body 
to standardized norms, this project explores the beauty of imperfection, quirks and 
identity.  In the column on the right, practical experiments of the process are shown.
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Abstract

In a PhD investgation over the last three years, the 
attempt was made to overcome the isolated view of 
scientific approaches to knowledge acquisition and 
the purely application-oriented handling of materials, 
technologies and machines, but also the distanced 
perception of the world. The proposed ontological queer-
paradigm: the post-digital turn, emphasizes spatio-
temporal engagements and the reconceptualization of 
digital technology through the experience of the human 
body and its senses.

Here I outline a project evolved arround a collaboration 
with a mathematician, a computer scientist and myself 
– an architect and textile designer. Virtual processes of 
3D surfaces, generated from human body scan data via 
3D body scan were used to generate body-generated 
sewing patterns for clothing. In this interdisciplinary 
approach between architectural and mathematical 
algorithmic and generative 3D modeling, we used a 
virtual body topology and segmentation method to best 
subdivide the garment without distortions, gappings 
or pull lines. In many applications of avatar models (in 
cinema, gaming or VR art) the focus of the application is 
on visual realism, this means that they are not realistic 
models in a physiological sense with real surfaces, but 
based on a synthesized virtual scenario. In our method, 
the transferability of the virtual development of patterns 
into reality is of primary importance.The pattern designs 
begin as virtual spatial and mathematical surface 
simulations, but have to be tested, adapted and re-
iterated in a symbiotic process between virtual modeling 
and real-world cutting, sewing and fitting, that also 
transforms the virtual fashion outcomes.
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EXERCISE 1

Sketching Sensory Experience
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Übersicht

Theory of affordance, James J. Gibson (1979)

The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception: 

The affordances of the environment are what it offers 
the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for 
good or ill. The verb to afford is found in the 
dictionary, the noun affordance is not. I have made it 
up. I mean by it something that refers to both the 
environment and the animal in a way that no existing 
term does. It implies the complementarity of the 
animal and the environment. 

— Gibson (1979, p. 127)[3] 
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